Level up with Warrp’s insane new rewards program

Australia’s most innovative online marketplace is rewarding users with real money straight into their Warrp wallet.

MELBOURNE, Victoria, May 26, 2021 - Warrp will soon introduce its Ultimate Warrper Program, which credits users with up to $5 per day just for valuing items on the platform, otherwise known as Warrping.

Users can Warrp up to 100 items a day simply by browsing thousands of different consumer goods in dozens of categories and assigning value to them with the swipe of a finger.

Warrp Co-Founder and CEO, Matthew Ng, said the Ultimate Warrper Program was an initiative that played out like a game on your mobile, but with real world benefits.

“Phones are the most popular video gaming devices, and just like a game of strategy Warrp provides you a real-world platform to hone your pricing skills and test your retail knowledge,” Mr Ng said.

“You can earn up to $155 in a month, or $1,825 in a year through the Ultimate Warrper Program just by Warrping items, real money that can be used to purchase goods on the platform.

“But unlike mobile games where you make in-game microtransactions that buy you virtual goods, you get to spend your rewards on tangible pre-owned items that you will actually hold in your hands.”

Warrp Co-Founder and CTO, Roman Granovskyi, said just like how a crossword or game of sudoku will sharpen the mind, gamifying Warrp allowed users to sharpen their consumer marketplace acumen.

“The draw of mobile gaming is strong with more than 75 percent of Australian internet users playing video games, and by ‘playing’ Warrp users get more than a kiss on the nose by Princess Peach,” said Mr Granovskyi.

“Users who play the Warrp game by Warrping items consistently may also be invited into the inner circle as a Verified Expert User, someone the market looks up to as a specialist in a particular category of consumer goods.”

Verified Expert Users are chosen from the Ultimate Warrper Program and assigned greater Warrping weight based on their expertise in particular consumer good categories.

Presently, the more that users Warrp items the more perks they can unlock, like Partner Offer Credits that can be used to secure incredible discounts at Warrp Trusted Partner place of businesses.

Follow Warrp’s social channels for updates on the Ultimate Warrper Program’s release in June and test your skills by playing the Warrp game today.

Warrp is available to download on iPhones via the Apple App Store, and will be available on all other smart phone and web devices at a later date. Visit the Warrp website or the Warrp Marketplace today.

-ENDS-

About Warrp: Warrp is a digitally innovative iOS marketplace app that takes the hassle out of peer-to-peer shopping online with a world-first dynamic marketplace, Trusted Partner program, Loyalty Rewards program, and Secure Escrow facility. Easily list products to sell or browse thousands of items to buy all from the Warrp app. As a proud Australian online start-up company, Warrp’s end-to-end experience is designed to change the way people buy and sell. Currently servicing Victorians but available to download nation-wide, Warrp’s vision is to grow its presence globally as an online marketplace built on strong community values, innovation, safety and ease of use. Discover a marketplace where you are in control of the journey and destination.
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